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Is there Enough for All of Us?
Global Growth, Climate Change and Food Security

Overview
1) I want to look at natural resources of planet, also at basic human needs – and see
how near we are to living within the boundaries while meeting the needs. What
does this mean for economic growth and measuring, eg. GDP?
2) Then particularly want to look at food security – now and by 2050. What needs to
be done by whom?
3) But what about the climate changed world? How can we get back to living with food
security in a resource constrained world?
Living within the doughnut
I want to start by looking at what we know about resource constraints briefly.
Stockholm Resilience Centre (2009) work.

Many argue about precise numbers but there are clearly serious problems especially with
CO2 and with the nitrogen cycle and of course we are continuing to use so much more of
these resources.
But it is not just the overall, it also matters who is using up the resources.
I want to look also at the social foundation that all people should have.
How far below the social foundation is humanity?

Between the boundaries: a safe and just world for humanity

Is it possible?
-

at minimum, for wealthy people to have to increase GDP without using more
resources
for developing countries to find a way to increase GDP, yet increase resource risk as
little as possible

A challenge:
-

Nick Stern has said that the way we are going in climate change, in future virtually all
carbon emissions will be required for agriculture, rest will have to be carbon neutral.

Begs question of GDP
-

Why do we want these measures, misses out unpaid work especially in caring

-

And happiness - the spirit level shows people do not get much happiness above
about $25k per person. Are there more meaningful measures we could use which
make the economy work for us rather than us being driven by the economy?

Food Security
Where we are now
About 840m (2011 IPCC) people undernourished in calories.
About 300m in South Asia though sub-Saharan Africa has highest percentage at 27%.
Do have enough food for everyone but even if we left well-off with the same food
consumption as now, still only require 1% increase in food production to deal with the
calorific needs of the billion. At the moment the world has food security, though about 1bn
people in it do not.
By 2050 though FAO estimates (2013) we should require 70% over 2010 more food – for
9bn people, but also many more middle class who now eat better, and much more meat
(which needs feed stock). Don’t forget demands for biofuels.
Leaving aside issues of climate change, how could we get this food?
1) Reducing food waste – developed world
- Europe / US – 95-115 kgm waste each year, in total equivalent to subSaharan Africa total population
- Also waste in developing countries – lack of storage, proper grain
banks, refrigeration, etc.
2) With girls, improvement through education and through access to contraceptives
could help reduce growth in global population – but do remember it is not the
poorest who consume the most, whether it is food or the world’s resource
constraints on nitrogen or on CO2 emissions.
But the two big ones are:
3) Increase agricultural production
4) Fixing the global food system to make it fairer
Agriculture



Invest in small farmers – aid for agriculture - 1983 to 2006 dropped from 20.4% to 3.7%
(though of course plenty of money was found for agriculture subsidies in the north – and
dumping of produce)
In 2008 committed to $20bn over 3 years but very little new money turned up

What is needed: agricultural extension support, some fertiliser (but mainly organic), rural
roads. Above all it means farmers having land which helps them invest not least because
they can get loans, access to water (ie. irrigation not just rainfall).

Ethiopian bee keeping
Demonstrates how well cooperatives can do when people work together – this honey is
exported to the French bakery system.

And organisation – producer organisations, marketing organisations, cooperatives, buy
inputs cheaply, get goods to market, negotiate well with companies and of course mobile
phones help.
And don’t forget women – 70% of small farmers in Africa but with just a few percent of land,
no access to extension services, etc.
Fixing the global system
Northern subsidies, massive use of land on biofuels (which is not helping carbon emissions).
Stopping land grabs – giving people their customary rights – free fair informed consent.
Who owns the global system?
This is one of the few areas where consumers can do something by showing what they
want. But mustn’t be a race to the bottom in prices.

The whole system is very opaque – even how much grain there is in the world.
Get R and D focussed on what small farmers need and get technology available – most of all
innovations in practice.
Why not big farms?
Maybe in the long term but would mean huge numbers of people pushed off the land to
urban slums and abject poverty yet small farms can be productive.
Big farms use huge amounts of inputs.
But what about climate change? What is it going to do to food production and how do we
move to sustainable agriculture?
Food production
At 20C in global temperature - with no adaptation overall yields predicted to drop 0-2% per
decade.
Might be able to cope with that through adaptation. But yields would be better in high
latitudes. Lower yields in poorest countries.
At 3-40C - substantial decline – serious problems – not just for poorest people, but globally.
Above 30C crop yields fall even in temperate areas.

Disparities
Real food price changes predicted over next 20 years

1) Poorest countries already most affected – all sorts of reasons:
- Rapid senescence of wheat if >340C after flowering
- Change in rain patterns, people have no idea when rains coming
2) Extreme weather events – droughts, floods.
First developing countries most affected, low lying areas like Bangladesh and rising
sea level. Droughts in sub-Saharan Africa. Poor people are in areas most affected by
extreme weather events, plus they are most vulnerable, eg. flimsy housing. But also,
extremes in other places eg US 2012 drought, Russia 2012 heat wave, can have
dramatic effects on food prices. Poor people simply can’t cope with doubling of
prices on staples, unlike us.
Rice prices particularly vulnerable.
What happens
- trade bans – Nigeria and Niger in 2010
- speculation (so far limited)
- land grabs
ASDA says 95% of its fresh food supply chains are at risk.

Answers on climate change
1) Helping people cope now
a) Community based disaster preparedness
b) Social protection (cash) schemes – immediately or longer term
c) Community, national and regional food reserves
2) Adaptation and sustainable agricultures
All of these things I have talked about demand an increasing investment in
agriculture but adapted to climate change.
Yes, drought-resistant crops but also much better water management, ponds, wells,
ditches, etc. Animal and green manure rather than inorganic fertilizers.
Soil conservation, inter-cropping, etc.
Indonesia, India, Vietnam – system of Rice Intensification
3) Of course, constrain them to reduce global carbon emissions.
Global governance not responding – how do we go about changing this? Can’t and
won’t give up.
Must mobilise for 2015 Paris COP
Look for where energy is
- cities
- companies who want to know what future
costs / regulations will be
But massive vested interests especially in fossil fuels (by the way just think what you
could do with subsidies on fossil fuels).
How many hurricanes in the US and floods in the UK will it take for people to
demand that their government acts?
This is a question for all of us, especially you Gates Scholars, as leaders in the world.

